The inaugural running of the $9,000 NAERIC BARREL$ OF CA$H took place on Friday, October 25, 2013 during the Wheat City Stampede at the Keystone Centre, Brandon, MB. The organizers were ecstatic to have 20 paid entries for the race from the original 37 foals that sold five years ago. Three unfortunate scratches left 17 five-year-olds to run for the cash.

Order of go was drawn and the running took place between the long and short go of the Todd Stiles Memorial Barrel Race. After the dust settled, the fastest time of 14.469 seconds belonged to **OH FOR PETES SAKE** owned and ridden by Cassandra Peters, Plumas, MB and bred by Kelly & Ruby Stuart, Eriksdale, MB. The winner took home $3,600. Second place was **SEA MY SHINE** owned and ridden by Dawn Vanderstein and bred by Kevin & Julie Bridgeman, Binscarth, MB and was worth $2,160. Third in the 1-D also belonged to Cassandra Peters on her other horse **GB CLASSY TWIST** bred by Gordon Adams and paid $1,440.

The futurity was run in a 2D format and winning the 2D was **SONITA REY MAC** ridden by Karalyn Main, owned and bred by Kevin & Julie Bridgeman, they won $900. Second was **DACS DOUBLE LAZER** owned and ridden by Jane Corey and bred by DAC Farms. Third was **BMF WATCH MY CHICK FLY** ridden by Chelsea Steeves, owned by Cindy Brock and bred by Bob McCallum.

The sale of prospects for the 2018 futurity sold later the same day for an average of $1,030. There were 38 on offer. The high seller was **DAC$ LAZER FAME**, Lot 39, a bay colt sired by A Streak of Fame KN, a son of Dash To Fame and out of Bids Of Lazer consigned by DAC Farms and purchased by Jacqueline Rookes for $3,700. The runner-up **BDB SUSIE Q**, Lot 15, consigned by Tom & Sharlene Bennie sold for $3,600.